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3 of 3 review helpful Not Quite Self Help But A Whole Lot of Thought Stirring Spirit Invoking Reflections By Juvi 
Guevara If you ve ever heard any of Alan Watts lectures then you know you can expect a forthright version of the 
nature of our consciousness and by extension the world around us told in the most poetically blunt way possible In 
other words this dude is really really smart and makes most of our vocabul Over the course of nineteen essays Alan 
Watts ruminates on the philosophy of nature ecology aesthetics religion and metaphysics Assembled in the form of a 
ldquo mountain journal rdquo written during a retreat in the foothills of Mount Tamalpais CA Cloud Hidden 
Whereabouts Unknown is Watts rsquo s meditation on the art of feeling out and following the watercourse way of 
nature known in Chinese as the Tao Embracing a form of contemplative meditation th From the Inside Flap These 
ruminations assembled in the form of a journal and here published in paperback for the first time were written at Alan 
Watts retreat in the foothills of Mount Tamalpais California Many current themes are discussed including medit 
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